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Why a Feminist Reinterpretation of Copyright Law Would Afford Media Created by Women and Men a More Fulsome Legal Legitimacy
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Kevin El Khoury is a third-year law student. He believes that each of us has a moral imperative to interrogate the assumptions that have shaped and continue to shape our institutions. In the spirit of Socrates, he derives great intellectual delight from being a gadfly but, thankfully, is far removed from the jurisdiction of ancient Athens. He makes his academic writing debut in this journal.

INTRODUCTION

In 1989, a group of anonymous feminist artists called The Guerrilla Girls published a poster in which they asked, “Do women have to be naked to get into the Met Museum?”[1] At the time, less than 5% of the displayed artwork in New York City’s Metropolitan Museum of Art was created by female artists, but more than 85% of the collection’s nude artwork was depicted women.[2] The Guerrilla Girls’ critique of one of the world’s most eminent art museums poses a broader inquiry of the laws that govern the creation and protection of artwork at large. A feminist critique of copyright law reveals that the laws make explicit and implicit assumptions about sex that disenfranchise female artists and other artists from traditionally marginalized groups. In this article, I will identify and question those assumptions, tracing their origins before and after the Copyright Act of 1976, then make a case for what I call the “detoxification of copyright law’s toxic masculinity.” I will argue how feminist theory can provide a framework for a reinterpretation of copyright law that, if implemented, would afford media created by women and men a more fulsome legal legitimacy. I will substantiate my argument by providing case studies that illustrate just how oppressive towards women the patriarchal copyright regime is, making the call for the emasculation of copyright law, a movement that is well underway, all the more persuasive.

I

WHO GETS TO PICK UP THE PEN?

Before a meaningful discussion of feminist theory and copyright law can commence, it is imperative that I conduct a review of the origin and evolution of authorship. To foreshadow the obvious (and, in some instances, not so obvious), the contemporary conceptualization of the author is a product of sexist philosophies, legislation, and jurisprudence.

Once Upon a Time, the Author Was a Hero

Before the Enlightenment, the owner of a writing was exclusively recognized to be its publisher.[3] In 1710, the British Parliament enacted the Statute of Anne, which is considered to be a “watershed event in Anglo-American copyright history.”[4] Under the law, copyright vested in authors, not publishers.[5] A figure of major importance in lobbying for the rights of authors was John Locke, who argued in his Two Treatises of Government that authors are entitled to proprietary rights in their works as a consequence of the time and labor expended in producing them.[6] Locke, a champion of empiricism and logical thinking, ironically subscribed to a Romantic notion of the author as hero, which falsely assumes that, like a knight in shining armor seeking to rescue the damsel, the author is “[an] autonomous individual who creates without support from his cultural network” and proceeds to masculinize the author in his claim of dominion over his creations.[7]

The gendered language of authorship is illustrative. In the early 18th century, female writers were maligned, referred to as “prostitutes of the pen” by their male counterparts.[8] The so-called moral rights of authors were also known as the rights of paternity.[9] Today, there is censorship technology that can scan for and skip over scenes with graphic violence or sex, which has been said to have given birth to “bastard[s]” of the original film.[10] As will be further discussed in Section II, subscription to the fallacy of the author as hero is a result of an unquestioned acceptance of authorship as a manifestation of male ego.

For now, if we reject the premise that an author’s creation is wholly his own and, instead, appreciate that it involved the labor of others, the notion of the author as hero is not merely idealistic but rather quixotic.[11]

The Author Cannot Rest in Peace

In sharp contrast with the Romantic notion of the author as hero is the post-structuralist movement that sought to undermine the integrity of the author at his core. In 1968, French post-structuralist Roland Barthes declared the “death of the author.”[12] What Barthes meant was that the Romantic notion of the author as hero was dead. The demystification of authorship insists on
accepting the impossibility of originality. Every artwork is necessarily a reproduction.[13] Barthes also identified capitalism as a guardian of Romanticism.[14] Because capitalism commodifies all labor, artwork, as a product of labor, is reduced to just another form of private property.[15] When the results of authorship are cast “as a stable, almost corporeal entity,” the communicative nature of artwork is obscured.[16] However, disillusionment with the Romantic notion of the author as hero forces one to come to terms with a host of ramifications no less problematic than before the author was 6-feet under. Given how easily corporate interests have appropriated the author to cover the centralization of ownership under copyright law, theories that espouse the “death of the author” might further enable corporations to commodify authorship.[17] Furthermore, it is suspicious that White, male post-structuralists are burying the author at the same time women and people of color are enjoying increasing legitimacy and importance as authors.

It’s Better to Be a Nephew Than a Niece

The founding fathers delegated to Congress the duty “to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.”[18] In the United States, the division between the public and private spheres is sacred; Uncle Sam’s presence in the latter is often regarded with intense suspicion. This division is usually characterized as the separation of the government from interference in one’s individual and group liberties. An objective, at least theoretically, is to protect intellectual property from government regulation. However, all forms of intellectual property are at odds with this objective as they are “commercial products specifically protected and regulated through state action.”[19]

Before 1976, the process for obtaining and maintaining protection was austere and cumbersome. Registration and deposit with the United States Copyright Office and notice were required for protection.[20] If artwork (usually a writing in this context) was published without a proper copyright notice affixed to all copies, it lost protection and fell into the public domain.[21] The Copyright Act of 1976 significantly reduced formalities to the extent that obtaining protection is now a nearly paperwork-free endeavor.[22] When the United States became a signatory to the Berne Convention in 1988, formal requirements were further eroded.[23]

At first blush, protection in a post-Berne world should be more accessible to all artists.[24] However, certain populations, specifically female artists and other artists from traditionally marginalized groups who often “do not enjoy ready access to lawyers and the copyright-licensing machinery,”[25] are arguably disadvantaged the most by the relatively new copyright paradigm because “discerning whether artwork that an [artist] might like to copy, adapt, or borrow from is copyrighted requires a fair amount of research, even before factors such as its availability and desirability are ascertained.”[25]

Artwork that receives robust protection tends to be that which has been broadly commercially exploited or has the potential to be broadly commercially exploited.[26] When an artist institutes an infringement action, which is lengthy and expensive, it can be viewed as a tautological proxy for an artwork’s value.[27] In other words, protecting artwork is appraising artwork. Altogether, changes to copyright law since the 18th century to have resulted in the increasing “commodification of art, its segregation from the community from which it comes and to which it is directed, and its severability in an economic sense from its creator.”[28]

II

FEMINISMS

Can one can like men and still be a feminist? Yes, a feminist is not prohibited from appreciating men in sexual and non-sexual ways.[29] Neither does a woman-feminist have to disavow her femininity.[30] The image of a feminist as bra burner is, literally, an incendiary stereotype. As the term, “woman-feminist,” implies, a man can be a feminist.[31] With respect to the many misconceptions of feminist theory, which betray deeply misogynistic and homophobic sentiments, one that is relevant to this discussion is that there is, in fact, more than one school of feminism. Feminisms are as abundant and diverse as the real life experiences of women, which vary because of differences in race, ethnicity, income level, religion, physical ability, and sexual orientation.[32] Therefore, an articulation of one overarching feminist perspective on copyright law that would garner “universal or even substantial acceptance is probably unrealistic.”[33] That said, two prominent schools of feminism, liberal feminism and radical feminism, offer starkly contrasting analyses of copyright law, though both feminisms share the fundamental objective of advancing systemic gender parity. While the feminisms have been accused of engaging in gender essentialism, most feminists, however, appreciate that women and men are extremely diverse within their respective sex.[34] For the purposes of engaging in a productive discourse on gender issues, feminists argue that the gender binary should not determine the behaviors of women and men but, nonetheless, results in prophetic effects as the products of an enconced “political construct that privileges [men’s] way of thinking and doing over [women’s].”[35] So, while it seems to belie their theses, feminists are forced to employ gender essentialist rhetoric to communicate or else they risk being perceived as unintelligible.

At this point, having conducted a brief historical review of authorship and copyright law and feminist theory primer, I will commence an informed evaluation through a feminist lens of how the patriarchal copyright regime, falsely empowered by Romantic and post-structuralist thinkers, has imbued rightsholders with the “power to control representations of female and non-White bodies and suppress narratives of resistance,” with adverse consequences for egalitarian and dignity interests.[36] Because feminists propose that “gender subordination is the archetype of all subordination,” a feminist perspective on copyright law is apt to identify and rectify the oppression suffered by any traditionally marginalized group.[37] Feminists seek to reform the general hierarchical order, which is the asserted reason for the oppression of any group.[38]

I Don’t See Gender:
The Problem of Gender Blindness

While copyright law on its face does not discriminate on the basis of sex, it
is being enforced in ways that have a disparate impact on women and men.

Under the patriarchal copyright regime, women and men “achieve only formal equality, not substantive equality.”[39] The Copyright Act of 1976 enumerates that “[i]n no case does protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.”[40] Copyright law on its face seems to be neutral towards sex, but it descends from laws that were “written by men to embody a male vision of the ways in which creativity and commerce should intersect.”[41] The so-called moral rights of authors, which prevent others from altering an author’s artwork, are inalienable and exist in perpetuity in France and other civil law jurisdictions.[42]

Consequently, copyright law can be overprotective of artwork such that prospective artists, who are often women and social minorities, are dismissed as unlawful appropriators of extant artwork.[43] The fact that certain types of creative works within the domestic sphere, which has been generally occupied by women, are not protected impeaches the agnosticism of copyright law with respect to sex. The patriarchy’s feigned justification is essentially that domestic creative works, such as cooking and sewing, are not adequately creative to warrant being subject to monopolistic control.[44] The patriarchy’s gender biases, however, seem to color its proffered definition of creativity. Female artists have “disappeared as recognized creators of art in the European tradition as categories of art have either been masculinized to the position of high art as with the English novel or feminized into the category of craft as with needlework,” with the latter falling below the threshold for protection.[45] It should be noted that up until the Renaissance, embroidery and tapestry-making were considered high art.[46]

Courts, which ostensibly refrain from rendering value judgments of artwork, generally have not recognized copyright in clothing, holding that clothes are primarily utilitarian in design and, to that end, are reconstructions of sewing instructions, which themselves are not copyrightable.[47] The problem, feminists argue, is that courts are indeed judging the artistic merits of clothing by putting a premium on functionality, which is a pretext for what the patriarchy perceives as the creative deficiency of women. It is possible that clothing and the like might be Since women protected by patents, which are cumbersome to apply for and enforce, or industrial design law, but factories, for the most part, are run by men, so these alternatives are conveniently aligned with the self-serving interests of the patriarchal copyright regime.[48]

If You Can’t Beat Him, Join Him:

Liberal Feminism

With respect to affecting change in copyright law, the ideas for change espoused by liberal feminists, who were instrumental in gaining women’s suffrage in the United States, are inadequate because they fail to redress the grievances that are intrinsic to the patriarchal copyright regime. Take, for example, the problem of the under-protection of clothing. Liberal feminists advocate for the expansion of copyright law to include clothing.[49] are disproportionately disadvantaged by the lack of protection for certain types of creative works, it is reasonable and well-intentioned to think that extending protection to include those works would bring about an egalitarian solution.[50] However, after the “playing field is regraded,” women would be expected to compete equally with men in a game “contrived by men

Consequently, copyright law can be overprotective of artwork such that prospective artists, who are often women and social minorities, are dismissed as unlawful appropriators of extant artwork.

We’re All in This Together:

Radical Feminism

Radical feminism attempts to redress the problem of gender blindness in copyright law by taking an approach that eschews the incrementalism of liberal feminism for iconoclasam. Radical feminists draw from the post-structuralist thesis that the Romantic notion of the author as hero has been exposed to be problematic.[54] However, their work does not stop once the author has been pronounced dead. On the contrary, at that moment, radical feminists appeal for dialogism, which is a perspective on authorship that is sensitive to the conversations that are being had between female artists and other artists from traditionally marginalized groups, which are being drowned out by the dominant, masculine rhetoric.[55] Dialogism “discredit[s] formalistic, ahistorical analyses of [artwork]” by valuing the relational nature of authorship that transcends time and space.[56] Dialogism proposes that when an artist creates an original expression in any form, she engages in intrapersonal and interpersonal dialogues. She engages in an intrapersonal dialogue when examining herself to develop a personal narrative and interpersonal dialogue when examining others, including their artwork, to communicate meaning to an anticipated audience.[57] An artwork is not original “in the sense of having emerged ex nihilo,” but it is the
artist’s own from having engaged in intrapersonal and interpersonal dialogues.[58] A copyright regime that functions on radical feminist principles extols the specificity of an artist but not at the depersonalization or exclusion of others.

The public domain and doctrine of fair use offer a respite from the restrictiveness of the patriarchal copyright regime.[59] Artists can copy and adapt materials that are in the public domain without bearing the risk of being sued for infringement.[60] The doctrine of fair use, codified in the Copyright Act of 1976, functions as an affirmative defense against a claim of infringement.[61] The public domain and doctrine of fair use operate on a distinctively feminine modality, resisting male hegemony in copyright. They demonstrate that radical feminist principles are sound in theory and practice. Because the public domain, which is not commodified, recognizes and nurtures the communal nature of creation, it is feminine (one might even say maternal).[62] The doctrine of fair use, though more conditional than the public domain, can be identically characterized.[63] Collective works and joint authorship, despite what they are called, do not embody radical feminist principles because they perpetuate the conventions of separation and autonomy in copyright.[64] The copyright dispute over the musical, Rent, for example, demonstrates the inequities of joint authorship. In 1995, Jonathan Larson agreed to work with Lynn Thomson on the script for Rent.[65] Larson died hours after the final dress rehearsal and the show premiered on Broadway shortly thereafter.[66] Thomson’s claim to co-author status was resoundingly rejected because, while her contributions to Rent were substantial, including verbatim drafting of “significant language,” mutual intent, the determinative element of joint authorship, was absent.[67] Larson had billed himself as the sole author and referred to himself as such in third-party agreements.[68] The requirement of mutual intent for joint authorship unduly burdens women who risk being stigmatized for violating gender-linked social mandates to behave selflessly, even self-effacingly.[69] So, any quantitative evidence that women hold fewer copyrights than men could be a consequence of averse social pressures to conform with gender norms.[70] “[An] authorial calculus” that elevates bargaining power above creativity disadvantages female artists and other artists from traditionally marginalized groups.[71]

III

CASE STUDIES

So far, this discussion of feminist theory as applied to copyright law has been primarily abstract as I have investigated the historical underpinnings of the patriarchal copyright regime and introduced some basic tenets of liberal and radical feminisms. In the third section of this article, I will investigate adjudicated and unadjudicated claims of infringement in various media, including film, sculpture, and literature. I will expose how pervasive and perversive the male gaze is in copyright law, in part by speculating what might have resulted under a vision informed by feminist values.

A Fixation with Fixation

In 1884, the Supreme Court held that the copyright in a posed shot of Oscar Wilde belonged to its photographer, Napoleon Sarony.[72] The recognition of copyright in photographs was a seminal decision because it normalized a “fetishization of unitary authorship” for what was, at the time, new media.[73] The Supreme Court articulated a reductive definition of authorship, simply reciting the following from the dictionary: “[the author is] he to whom anything owes its origin; originator; maker; one who completes a work of science of literature.”[74] Unwittingly or not, belief in the authorial singularity became zealous. Over a century later, controversy involving actresses in the movie, The Innocence of Muslims, provided a high-profile opportunity to apply the Supreme Court’s guidance.[75] Initially, the Ninth Circuit subverted precedent and expectations by holding that the actress owned a copyright in her performance and, as such, could enjoin the movie from being shown. Hollywood, unable to surrender its fixation with fixation, urged reconsideration of the decision, which was reversed by an en banc panel.[76] In reversing, the en banc panel held that a performer was not entitled to a copyright in her performance because she “played no role in [the] fixation of it.”[77] The notion of the fixator as author and rightsholder, which had been a rebuttable presumption, became a bright-line rule.[78]

The consequences of entertaining a steadfast adherence to the fixator-as-author-and-rightsholder jurisprudence become increasingly problematic when privacy and First Amendment interests are involved. The outcomes of the following cases stand for the proposition that the patriarchal copyright regime privileges the interloper, penetrator, and the voyeur with protection.[79]

In 2012, photographer Arne Svenson captured shots of his neighbors as they went about their daily routines from the balcony of his apartment.[80] Notwithstanding Svenson’s measures to limit exposure of his
subjects’ identifying features, the fact remains that Svenson took the photographs without his subjects’ permission.[81] By mounting a vigorous defense of his constitutional right to expression, Svenson was spared from being labeled a peeping Tom.[82] The subjects did not claim a copyright in Svenson’s artwork, *The Neighbors*, but, if they had, they might have been successful. Like the actress in *The Innocence of Muslims*, if the subjects argued that the copyrights in their performances were theirs, the Second Circuit might have been persuaded.[83] Whatever the ruling might have been, the politics of copyright in today’s surveillance society are contentious and warrant serious debate.

Copyright law “weaponizes the camera as phallus and allows full realization of photography’s hunting metaphor, where we talk about loading and aiming a camera, about shooting a film, with the object as prey.”[84] Sports caster Erin Andrews was the victim of both the man who had uploaded an intimate video of her on the Internet and what I call the “peephole loophole” in copyright law. Andrews sued the hotel and the peeping Tom for invasion of privacy and won.[85] However, hers was a Pyrrhic victory because the court ruled that the copyright in the video belonged to the peeping Tom. Accordingly, her remedies were limited to tort. However, if copyright in the video had belonged to her, she could have had the video removed from the Internet under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.[86] Because a performer seldom owns the copyright in her performance as captured on film, the only way that Andrews, at the time, could have acquired the copyright in the video would have been by written assignment by none other than the peeping Tom.[87] The patriarchal copyright regime empowered Andrews’s tormentor, vesting in him the rights to control the reproduction, distribution, and display of the video. Moreover, Andrews is one of countless victims. In a phenomenon called “revenge porn,” vindictive paramours upload recordings of their sexual encounters to pornographic websites without the permission or in spite of the disapproval of their partners.[88] The Cyber Civil Rights Initiative, the leading advocacy group for victims of revenge porn, estimates that approximately 90% of revenge porn victims are female.[89] So, women-victims are condemned to suffer the perpetuity of the Internet at the hands of men-perpetrators who are afforded copyright in sex tapes because the latter happen to set up the cameras.

**Reassembling the Glass Ceiling**

In 1989, Arturo Di Modica, hoping to encourage the citizens of New York in the wake of a recession, installed a 3.5-ton bronze statue of a bull at the intersection of Wall and Broad Streets.[90] In 2017, a visitor dared to face *Charging Bull*. Measuring just over four feet in height, the installation of *Fearless Girl* directly in front of *Charging Bull* profoundly changed the latter’s meaning.[91] Di Modica was perturbed that *Charging Bull*, once a symbol of American tenacity, had been essentially recast as a bully.[92] Consequently, Di Modica threatened to sue the commissioner and creator of *Fearless Girl* for infringement. Di Modica has not yet followed up on his threat, but he might have two colorable claims, both of which rely on the paramount importance of fixation in copyright law. First, under the Visual Artists Rights Act, which affords the so-called moral rights of authors to artists that create certain media, such as statues, Di Modica could claim that the juxtaposition of *Charging Bull* and *Fearless Girl* constitutes an “intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification of [Charging Bull] that would be prejudicial to [his] honor or reputation.”[93] The second claim would proceed from the argument that the semiotic existence of *Fearless Girl* is inexorably related to, if not irrevocably dependent on, *Charging
If, in fact, *Fearless Girl* is said to be based on *Charging Bull*, it would be stripped of protection for being an unauthorized, derivative artwork. The hatred that Di Modica has for the ontological castration of his artwork stems from a sense of entitlement from having been raised in a patriarchal copyright regime that is seeking to extend authorship internuminably. Whether Di Modica himself is a misogynist is neither here nor there; his desire to remove *Fearless Girl* from *Charging Bull*’s line of sight constitutes an effort to vest in himself the power to control his vision, figuratively, by controlling what *Charging Bull* literally can see. The patriarchal copyright regime would have the zeitgeist that is embodied by the depiction of a young Latina standing with her arms akimbo in the middle of the Financial District of Lower Manhattan suppressed with little or no reservation.

Copyright law’s male gaze is also White and majoritarian in general. Because the patriarchal copyright regime ignores the virtues of community-created artwork, folklore and traditional knowledge are at risk of being colonized. For example, the recording of an indigenous people’s oral traditions vests in the colonizer the copyright therein. He can do so without the community’s permission, and no control or remuneration is afforded to the community. The colonizer cares only about the commercial potential of indigenous artwork; dissociating artwork from its cultural origins does not sully his conscience. At the same time, the commodification of indigenous artwork relies on the exoticization of its aesthetic. Similarly, the patriarchal copyright regime has enabled the appropriation of Black culture. Jazz, a genre of music that is characterized by improvisation, has been whitewashed by an industry that is beholden to the patriarchal copyright regime.

The patriarchy’s covetous predisposition is apparent in patent law too. Between 1976 and 1983, John Moore went to a university hospital to undergo treatment for leukemia. Moore’s caretakers, however, were also researchers who, without his consent, harvested his cells to create a cell line for which they eventually obtained a patent. In a decision that “inverts the natural order,” the California Supreme Court held that, in addition to there having been no conversion of his cells, Moore did not have any property interest in the cell line that descended from his cells. Moore was divested of a patent in what were his creations in the truest sense, demonstrating that the male gaze has no sense of propriety but an inflated sense as a proprietary.

### A New Chapter in New Media

The patriarchal copyright regime is humorless, meaning that it tends not to condone artists’ attempts to subvert its broad definition of derivative artwork. Copyright law assumes that the process by which one interacts with media, forms of writing in particular, is “read-only.” In other words, reading is passive, and should one be inclined, out of appreciation, to emulate what she has read, she will have to overcome accusations of infringement. Alice Randall, the writer of *The Wind Done Gone*, a parody of *Gone with the Wind*, managed to pass muster, but she is the exception. The livelihoods of fan fiction writers, many of which do not have the resources to defend against infringement lawsuits and whose stories would not likely qualify as parody, are in constant jeopardy. For the most part, these “amateur culturists” write for the sake of writing. They create culture in the margins by taking their favorite literature and unironically reinterpreting it by inserting their own experiences. Large publishing houses are usually not inclined to instigate litigation against fan fiction writers because there is little financial gain to be had. However, when they do, it is usually because an unauthorized writing reinterprets the source material in ways that the dominant culture considers to be morally deviant.

For example, “slash fan fiction” involves romantic pairings of same-sex characters in mainstream science fiction television programs and films. Slash fan fiction showcases how “female [and queer] consumers can radically rework and recode existing texts.” Under the patriarchal copyright regime, which subscribes to a read-only assumption of interaction with media, it is the capricious prerogative of heteronormative publishers to send cease-and-desist letters to slash fan fiction writers. Adopting a “read-write culture,” which heralds feminist values, would foster rather than chill the production of fan fiction, which is a ready platform for countermajoritarian ideas.

Another ready platform for countermajoritarian ideas is blogging. Blogging is a professional and recreational activity that is immensely popular with women. Group blogging in particular can be seen as a “text-based cyberspace homology to quilting.” Incidentally, online knitting communities, such as Knitty, Another Knitting Blog, and Wendy Knits, exist in abundance. The Creative Commons and the Organization for Transformative Works seek to promote these kinds of communal creation by advocating for the relaxation of licensing schemes. These organizations also advocate that fan fiction is sufficiently transformative and, therefore, should not be considered a violation of the doctrine of fair use.

Hypertext is a tool that is used by authors who write on digital platforms to direct readers to related materials via links and whose transformative nature has been heralded by radical feminists. Readers of hypertext are liberated from total authorial domination. Writings with hypertext
afford non-linear meaning-making experiences to readers. They facilitate “webs of interconnectedness” as opposed to “ladders of hierarchy” in imparting knowledge.[119] Hypertext integrates dialogism in form and substance, resulting in a medium that can amplify the voices of women and social minorities.

Video games comprise a medium that the patriarchal copyright regime has not decisively conquered. Courts have not squarely addressed player contribution to a video game, specifically the possibility that a player is contributing original expression by playing the video game.[120] Most likely, some license or authorization by the manufacturer might be inferred, but it depends on the nature of the game.[121] A coder who is able to access and reorganize the images of an underlying video game might be authoring an unauthorized derivative work because it “essentially tells a new story based on the original game.”[122]

IV CONCLUSION

As Virginia Woolf once wrote, “I would venture to guess that Anon, who wrote so many poems without signing them, is often a woman.”[123] Many female artists (just how many, we will never know) have been excluded from the canon because of misattribution of artwork to male artists or through anonymity imposed on them due to societal prohibition on women’s participation in autonomous creation.[124] More recently, female artists who manage to tear the veil of anonymity and create artwork in their own names are not afforded a fulsome legal legitimacy because the patriarchal copyright regime, which is infatuated with Romantic notions of authorial singularity and solitude, promulgates laws that are simultaneously under-protective and overprotective. A feminist reinterpretation of copyright law would halt and reverse the relentless encroachment of the patriarchal copyright regime. Liberal feminists call for the augmentation of protected categories, but their approach might be viewed as an implicit concession that the patriarchal copyright regime cannot be dismantled or fundamentally changed. On the other hand, radical feminists “question any normative reforms that do not value, preserve, and advance the unique creative endeavors of women.”[125] They repudiate any notion of copyright as being a natural right of the author. Both liberal and radical feminists, however, are cognizant of the widespread injuries sustained by female artists and other artists from traditionally marginalized groups as a result of copyright law’s majoritarian gaze. They resent that courts have disproportionately rewarded men (and male-run entities), who tend to possess greater bargaining power, at the expense of women and social minorities, who are pressured to exhibit their artistry from submissive postures.

Going forward, “from a policy perspective, insisting on the death of the author is a non-starter [and, from] a theoretical perspective, any attempt to assimilate the author’s death into copyright law can only spell the death of copyright itself.”[126] Expanding intellectual property rights is not a panacea but rather a sectarian solution that might exacerbate the problems of women and social minorities, which are rooted in lack of economic and political leverage.[127] The proposals of radical feminists are lofty. Ending the derivative work right, which would empower the expression of resistive narratives, is desirable but unlikely. Perhaps more likely is a revitalization of performer rights, which would restore agency that individuals in front of the camera possess over their bodies and representations of them, and elimination of the mutual intent requirement for joint authorship, which would serve artists who lack economic and political leverage or use discursive and recursive platforms of expression.[128] What is certain, however, is that even though a feminist reinterpretation of copyright law does not lack vision, it will remain largely unrealized until the patriarchal copyright regime stops treating female artists and other artists from traditionally marginalized groups as ingénues, fully allowing them to create their masterpieces.
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